ALILA VILLAS

Let The Journey Begin....
A blissful paradise

Beachfront living at its chicest, Alila Villas Soori offers understated yet sumptuous elegance amidst a rare paradise. Located along Bali’s southwest coast, 20 minutes from Tanah Lot Temple, Bali’s most sacred shrine, and just over an hour from Ngurah Rai International Airport, Alila Villas Soori gracefully rises between striking black-sand beaches and verdant rice terraces with the mystical Mount Batukaru on the distant horizon in Tambanan Regency, one of Bali’s most fertile and picturesque regions.

Designed by internationally renowned SCDA Architects, Alila Villas Soori’s contemporary Asian architecture blends naturally with its lush beachfront setting. Sensitive site planning, use of local building materials including volcanic stone and native landscaping embody Alila’s commitment to environmental sustainability. Alila Villas Soori meets or exceeds EarthCheck standards (formerly Green Globe 21), the rigorous industry green standards in design, construction and management.

Between the azure to indigo Indian Ocean and Bali’s iconic emerald rice paddies, each 48 luxurious pool villa in this all-pool villa property flawlessly integrate guests into the soothing West Bali landscape while remaining utterly secluded havens. Every villa provides captivating sea or verdant paddy views and includes a generous inner courtyard to enhance natural light and light ocean breezes plus an outdoor pavilion strategically placed for optimal views by day or night, as well as indoor and outdoor rain showers.
From every angle, Alila Villas Soori blends seamlessly into Bali’s fabled landscape while combining striking modern architecture with every thoughtful comfort and then some. A serene yet convenient distance from Bali’s celebrated gathering spots, Alila Villas Soori brings stylishly relaxed luxury beachfront living to a previously undiscovered corner of Indonesia’s Isle of the Gods.
Eight 3-bedroom residential pool villas thoughtfully placed for maximum privacy offer the most modern living spaces infused with Bali’s timeless natural environment and an attentive private butler to exceed your every need or whim. Well-padded interiors have been endowed with flat screen Apple TV, iPod dock, and Spa Alila all natural toiletries. Landscaped gardens of indigenous flora and fauna surround blooming ponds within these elegant, relaxed havens. Your beach house meets the shoreline at an elongated infinity pool leading to your own stretch of the Indian Ocean.
Indulgent comforts, abundant space and maximum privacy await you within one of these retreats meticulously designed by Yale trained Singaporean architect Chan Soo Khian. Conventional boundaries of indoors and out cease to exist as you move with ease between these generous-sized living areas designed for intimate moments as well as exuberant entertaining, to open air living among outdoor pavilions and terraces under the sultry tropical sun but with plenty of protective shade.
Five-bedroom Residences all orient themselves around this resplendent vista of the Indian Ocean and the sparkling black-sand beach of Bali’s Southwest coast. Well-padded interiors have been generously endowed with flat screen Apple TV, iPod dock, iPod dock, and Spa Alila natural toiletries. Unwind within, under the tropical sun or among the residence’s outdoor shaded pavilion and terrace equipped with its own bar and grill.
Four beachfront suites at ground level feature the soothing sights and sounds of our natural surroundings. A private pavilion at the upper floor reveals the indulgent master bedroom with adjoining bathroom, featuring a deep soak terrazzo bathtub and spacious walk-in dressing room. This elevated position enhances intimate moments as well as sublime sea views. Back at beach level, the sleek living and dining pavilion nestles among landscaped indigenous gardens while the expansive deck extends the seamless indoors to outdoor living all the way to the Indian Ocean.
Perched on 5,250 sqm of pristine Bali beachfront, The Soori Estate offers uniquely exquisite views along the Southwest coast from its completely private perch. Alila Villas Soori’s most lavish and exclusive escape, this sprawling modern retreat provides the ultimate backdrop for a family holiday or wedding celebration. Monumental architecture and Asian influenced decor enhance nature’s own tranquility here between the lush landscape and shimmering sea.

Space defines this one-of-a-kind residence with its harmonious flow between stylish indoor areas and serene natural surroundings. Tropical gardens, water courts and air wells, at every turn allow Bali’s tropical sun to illuminate each sleek, inviting surface.

Two additional bedrooms here and the upstairs accommodations all boast inviting interiors endowed with flatscreen Apple TV, iPod dock, and Spa Alila natural toiletries. Elsewhere on ground level, you and your significant others may congregate among the living and dining areas or outside among the multiple sundecks, shaded pavilions and terraces. The amenities continue upstairs with a private gym and spa suite as well as the seven ample guest bedrooms.

The Soori Estate Layout

1. Hotel access
2. Entry porch
3. Living
4. Dining
5. Kitchen
6. Library/powder
7. Lounge
8. Master suite 1
9. Master bath 1
10. Walk-in closet 1
11. Master suite 2
12. Master bath 2
13. Walk-in closet 2
14. Suite 1
15. Bath 1
16. Suite 1
17. Bath 1
18. Jacuzzi
19. Outdoor shower
20. Swimming pool
21. Deck
22. Lawn
23. Stairs to lower level
24. Stairs to beach
25. Stairs to courtyard below
1. Access from upper level
2. Foyer
3. Suite 3
4. Bath 3
5. Suite 4
6. Bath 4
7. Suite 5
8. Bath 5
9. Suite 6
10. Bath 6
11. Suite 7
12. Bath 7
13. Suite 8
14. Bath 8
15. Gymnasium
16. Spa Therapy room
17. Butler’s room
18. Butler’s bath
19. Service entry
20. Storage
21. Courtyard
22. Swimming pool
23. Deck
24. Lawn
25. Stairs to upper level
26. Access to beach
Epicurean delights

Delightfully remote yet easily accessible, Alila Villas Soori offers a non-stop globe spanning array of delectable dining choices to fulfill every preference and yearning at any hour.

Dine all day in the casual open air of Cotta on homey Western breakfast fare including freshly baked breads and gluten free options all served with eclectic tropical jams, or eggs Benedict on crab cakes. This kitchen stays open throughout the day into evening, to serve you gourmet rib eye mignon, Portobello mushroom and truffle scented risotto or Balinese flavors like creamy duck curry, known locally as bebek menyatnyat. Straight from the sea comes sizzling seafood grills on the beachfront at Ombak. Or take quiet refuge and refreshment in the cool comfort of Drift, with an emphasis on the authentic preparation of produce from the Tabanan region, the rice bowl of Bali.
Spa indulgence

Relaxation begins upon entering Spa Alila. High ceilings and low-lit stone carved interior with soothing water features and Balinese touches encourages shoulders to drop and minds to unwind. You are in the very best hands with the heartfelt touch of our experienced Balinese therapists who will help bring you back into balance with our naturally active products and proven therapeutic treatments, personalized to your needs and desires. It is no wonder that our dawn to dusk Spa journeys rank among Alila Villas Soori guests most memorable experiences.
Find your Bali bliss on a true tropical beachfront at Alila Villas Soori in the island’s picturesque west, where emerald rice terraces meet shimmering black-sand beaches and the azure Indian Ocean. Feel the smooth sand between your sun-kissed toes. Grab an Alila surfboard to ride the breaks offshore, mount a horse to gallop along the meandering shoreline, hop on a Segway through the rice paddies or go further afield for white water rafting. Dine out, chill out, and indulge in Alila Villas Soori’s wellness, culinary and cultural adventures.
High above the golden beaches of Bali’s rugged south coast, with uninterrupted views over the Indian Ocean, Alila Villas Uluwatu stands serenely amidst this dramatic, remote yet accessible setting. Uluwatu, meaning the “rock at the land’s end,” remains a blissfully unspoilt corner of Bali just half an hour from Ngurah Rai International Airport, distinguished by its natural savannah landscape, with breathtaking panoramas under clear cerulean skies dissolving into evening’s gilded hues. Nearby stands one of Bali’s most sacred landmarks, Uluwatu Temple, dedicated to the guardian spirits of the sea, where the cresting ocean waves have made the area world famous for surfing.
Resort public area with 50-metre pool
Alila Villas Uluwatu is where paradise resides, but nowhere more so than in the resort’s Three-bedroom Cliffside and Hillside Pool Villas. Discover unparalleled heights of comfort, space and privacy with a stay in one of these luxurious retreats, right at the cliff’s edge, or high on the hillside framed by a glorious panorama of ocean and sky. Surrender yourself to the enchantment of Bali’s beauty and serenity, surrounded by the most breathtaking views imaginable.
Covering an expansive 2,000-3,000 sqm of space, each Three-bedroom Cliffside Pool Villa extends directly up to the cliff’s dramatic edge, capturing panoramic views of the stunning Indian Ocean from sun-kissed days into starlit nights. Luxurious yet plush interior spaces flow into generous exterior decks, pavilions, and terraces for seamless tropical living. Bedrooms feature private courtyard gardens and bathrooms with garden views while strategically angled windows create the option to leave off the air conditioning in favor of the Bukit’s cooling wind flow. A central courtyard, private infinity pool, and lawn offer photogenic settings and plentiful spaces for family gatherings and memorable events.
Abundant personal space indoors and out, the plushest comforts and captivating blue views to the infinite horizon define Alila Villas Uluwatu’s Three-bedroom Cliffside Pool Villas. Minimalist yet inviting, the interior realm of indigenous stone and woods with accents of Bali opens onto native plantings like sweet lemongrass and milkweed around the expansive private gardens all the way to your clifftop infinity pool and the land’s dramatic edge. The open-plan design, unique flat lava rock roofs and bamboo ceilings allow gentle sea breezes to flow in freely, as do air wells and the dramatic central water courtyard, while from the bed to the bathtub, every view is open to the tropical environment.
Inspired by the gently sloping terrain, the Three-bedroom Hillside Pool Villas are arranged in tiers, with wide, open-plan living spaces framed by the spectacular views across the equatorial sky to the Indian Ocean’s horizon. Luxurious Ploh bed linens, separate his and her’s bathroom amenities and your around the clock butler are among the thoughtful pleasures here, all to enhance your prerogative to recline on the cushioned loungers around in your private pool and cabana overlooking the cerulean sea.
Eco-chic minimalism where the rugged earth meets the rolling sea. Alila Villas Uluwatu’s streamlined architecture and indulgent comforts are the ingredients of dreams. Staff attends to your every need, including to have you utterly alone to luxuriate in the intimacy of these awe-inspiring surroundings.
The Three-bedroom Hillside Pool Villa’s high bamboo-ceilinged living room and serene bedrooms open onto your personal infinity pool and generous sun deck, allowing the gentle Indian Ocean breezes to flow year round. Minimal yet tranquil interiors graced with traditional Balinese accents reflect the natural surroundings in smooth surfaces of wood, water, stone and rattan. Just beyond, stone pathways connect open air pavilions, pavilions and pools to these spacious living areas.

1. Dining
2. Living
3. Covered terrace
4. Pool deck
5. Swimming pool
6. Bedroom 1
7. Bedroom 2
8. Master bedroom
9. Master bath
10. Outdoor bath
11. Gallery
12. Store
13. Utility
14. Dry kitchen
15. Wet kitchen
16. Powder room
Alila Villas Uluwatu presents two distinct dining experiences: Much photographed for its museum quality interior elements, CIRE offers a sleek, modern setting for intimate fine dining. Prepared using the freshest regional produce and artfully presented, gourmet Western cuisine takes inspiration from the nautical surroundings like marinated mackerel served with salmon roe vinaigrette and seared king prawns atop black rice risotto. Across the sea facing deck at The Warung, savor authentic Indonesian and Balinese cuisine like sate lilit and ayam betutu with red rice in a casual atmosphere. Dine at communal tables, mixing delectable food with enriching company or at one of the private tables scattered around the spacious indoor and outdoor spaces. Either way, savor your Western or authentic indigenous feast with the Indian Ocean backdrop. Or for an exclusive romantic affair, dine together at a private cabana at the cliff’s very edge.
Spa indulgence

Age-old Asian healing techniques are crafted into unique treatments at Spa Alila, set among bamboo shoots along recycled wood walkways. Our intuitive therapists combine the native wisdom of Bali’s wellness traditions with rigorous health training and genuine care. In the quiet sanctuary of our private spa villas, their experienced hands guide you to inner calm. Treat someone, perhaps yourself, to the Journey to You, from yoga at Balinese sunrise and a full day’s pampering to healthy sundowners by the calming sea.
Reach blissful heights of relaxation along Bali’s southern coast at Alila Villas Uluwatu, a spectacular cliff top retreat perched above the Indian Ocean. Relish the tranquillity of the remote yet accessible location, the utter privacy to enjoy one another, generous space in which to do so as well as exceptional spa pampering and wholesome, inspired cuisine, all while looking out entrancing ocean views and golden sunsets.
Enriching journeys of discovery

Bali is an island that captivates those who explore her time-honored traditions. Our unique Journeys by Alila invite you into the authentic heart of Balinese life, culture and nature. Observe rituals of deep spirituality at Bali’s holiest temples including Tanah Lot, a 16th century Hindu sanctuary known as the “Temple of the Earth in the Sea” and built on a rocky outcropping off Bali’s rugged coast about thirty minutes south of Alila Villas Soori or at smaller, less visited temples around Alila Villas Uluwatu where you may pray with the Hindu temple priest. Learn how Bali’s famous Kopi Luwak is produced and sip the aromatic brew. Learn from a farmer about his rice harvest, try Balinese dance under the guidance of a master, participate in heartwarming community programs and spend the day getting to know renowned Balinese artisans at work in their studios.